SWISSLOG HEALTHCARE

Automating Your Pharmacy is as Simple as 1-2-3

What if you could optimize
your hospital pharmacy
inventory, securely automate
your medication storage and
retrieval, and increase the speed
and accuracy of your unit-dose
packaging?

With Swisslog, by combining
the power of three integrated
solutions designed to work
together, you can streamline
your pharmacy operations while
improving medication safety,
security, and efficiency within the
entire healthcare organization.

Pharmacy Manager
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BoxPicker™
Automated Pharmacy Storage System

ATP®-Series
Automated Tablet Packaging System

Key Advantages:
 Secure, high-density storage of bulk, injectable,
oral, liquid and solid medications
 Supports USP <797> compliance with
anteroom configurability
 Fully automated system increases workflow
efficiencies and saves time

Key Advantages:
 High-speed delivery of unit-dose oral
solids packaged for patient-specific
orders and cabinet replenishments
 Interfaces with multiple devices
 Onsite canister calibration

Optimize Your Inventory

Pharmacy Manager - Visual
inspections and handwritten
notes can lead to costly overstock,
stock-outs and buying emergencies
– preventable problems that could
negatively impact staff productivity
and the patient experience.
Pharmacy Manager provides
end-to-end integration from the
wholesaler to the patient, allowing
hospitals to accurately manage
drug and supply inventory, track
expired and recalled medications,
manage drug shortages,
automatically replenish stock, and
confirm dispense orders, all from an
easy-to-use dashboard interface.

†

Pharmacy Manager
Key Advantages:
 Connects the supply chain to patient delivery by controlling the
movement of medication across the enterprise
 Leverages system-wide usage data to optimize inventory levels
and control drug spend
 Integrates directly with automated equipment such as ATP and
BoxPicker
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Make Unit-Dose Packaging
Faster and Safer

BoxPicker™ Automated Pharmacy
Storage System - BoxPicker fully
automates medication storage and
retrieval, which not only eliminates
picking errors and increases safety
at dispense, but also creates a
more efficient pharmacy workflowallowing the pharmacy staff to
focus on revenue generating tasks
and spend less time locating,
picking and verifying medications.
With BoxPicker, hospital pharmacies
can virtually eliminate picking
errors, increase safety at dispense
and improve hourly productivity
and picking performance through
multi-user, multi-tasking
automated storage and retrieval.

ATP®-Series - Automated Tablet
Packaging System - A vast
majority of US-based hospitals are
sending more than 95% of their
medications in bar coded unit-dose
form.† Packaging and dispensing
medication by hand can introduce
errors that may be passed on to
patients. The ATP-Series is a highspeed system that accurately labels
and delivers patient-specific and
unit-dose packages in a variety
of sizes to meet the needs of
medication cart fills, dispensing
cabinet replenishments and STAT
orders. The ATP System minimizes
human touches and maximizes
productivity within any medication
distribution model.

BoxPicker is a trademark of Swisslog AG. ATP is a registered trademark of TCGRx.
Swisslog Systems may be covered by one or more patents. See swisslog.com/patents for details.

swisslog.com/adms
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Securely Automate Your
Medication Storage and Retrieval

Source: Pharmacy Purchasing & Products, State of Pharmacy Automation - August 2015

Swisslog Healthcare
healthcare.us@swisslog.com
800.764.0300
Canada: 877.294.2831 | 905.629.2400
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